Abstract-Accurately tracking and predicting behaviors of surrounding objects are key prerequisites for intelligent systems such as autonomous vehicles to achieve safe and high-quality decision making and motion planning. However, there still remain challenges for multi-target tracking due to object number fluctuation and occlusion. To overcome these challenges, we propose a constrained mixture sequential Monte Carlo (CMSMC) method in which a mixture representation is incorporated in the estimated posterior distribution to maintain multi-modality. Multiple targets can be tracked simultaneously within a unified framework without explicit data association between observations and tracking targets. The framework can incorporate an arbitrary prediction model as the implicit proposal distribution of the CMSMC method. An example in this paper is a learning-based model for hierarchical time-series prediction, which consists of a behavior recognition module and a state evolution module. Both modules in the proposed model are generic and flexible so as to be applied to a class of time-series prediction problems where behaviors can be separated into different levels. Finally, the proposed framework is applied to a numerical case study as well as a task of on-road vehicle tracking, behavior recognition, and prediction in highway scenarios. Instead of only focusing on forecasting trajectory of a single entity, we jointly predict continuous motions for interactive entities simultaneously. The proposed approaches are evaluated from multiple aspects, which demonstrate great potential for intelligent vehicular systems and traffic surveillance systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
E FFECTIVE tracking of surrounding objects and inference of their future motions are critical for intelligent systems (e.g. autonomous vehicles and industrial robotics) to achieve safe and high-quality decision making, motion planning and control. Although single-target tracking problems have been well studied in literature, it still remains a challenge for multi-target tracking due to multi-modality and selection of The authors are with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720 USA (e-mail: jiachen_li@ berkeley.edu; wzhan@berkeley.edu; yeping_hu@berkeley.edu; tomizuka@ berkeley.edu).
Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TITS.2019.2930310 data association methods. The tracking performance is also dependent on the prediction quality of state evolution models.
In simple scenarios where each entity behaves independently or with few interactions, state transition models based on pure kinematics or dynamics can be accurate enough to make a short-term forecasting. In many real-world applications where highly-interactive agents exist, however, these models are not sufficient due to the inherent uncertainty of future behaviors and interdependency among multiple entities. Also these models may be even not available due to the essential complexity such as pedestrian behaviors. Above all, it is desired to have a unified framework for tracking multiple agents and predicting their future motions simultaneously, which takes the uncertainties and interactions into account. Many studies on multi-target tracking have been conducted in recent decades, which can be classified into two main categories. One category employs deep learning and computer vision techniques to track objects by real-time detection on images and videos [1] , [2] , where the bounding boxes of tracking targets can be obtained. The other category estimates the state distribution of tracking targets through Bayesian inference methods. Kalman filter (KF) [3] is a widely used estimator for linear systems while Extended Kalman filter (EKF) [4] , [5] and Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [6] are utilized in nonlinear systems. However, in practice the state distribution cannot be well approximated by simple multivariate Gaussian distribution. The sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) method (a.k.a. particle filter) [7] - [10] thus has superiority over KF variants since no assumption on system model and state distribution is made. There are also research lying in the intersection of both categories [9] , in which Bayesian filters are utilized to provide a heuristic for forecasting the positions of bounding boxes in future frames. In this paper, we only focus on tracking methods based on recursive Bayesian state estimation where observation sequences can be obtained by sensor fusion.
There are two popular solutions for multi-target tracking with SMC method. One is using multiple instances of single object tracking where each entity is assumed to be independent. However, independence is not an appropriate assumption for interactive targets. The other is using dynamic state space extension to model the joint distribution of all the objects' states. However, the dimension of state space will blow up as target number increases. To overcome the challenges and deficiencies of existing methods, we propose a uniform framework which makes a bridge for multi-target tracking and multi-agent prediction. Instead of assuming each tracking target behaves independently, we take the interactions into consideration to enhance tracking.
There are also many research efforts devoted to improve the performance of behavior and motion prediction which can be sorted as three main classes in terms of prediction result representation. The first class [11] , [12] provides one or a group of possible future trajectories to represent motion patterns which are defined as "prototype trajectory" in [13] . The second class gives continuous actions such as velocities, accelerations and yaw angles of vehicles at each time step [14] - [16] . The third class disregards the identity of each entity and employ an occupancy grid map to provide a uniform representation [10] , [17] . The prediction approaches can also be classified into deterministic and probabilistic prediction. Although many studies have demonstrated satisfactory performance of deterministic methods in less interactive scenarios, considering uncertainties is significant implying that probabilistic methods are more superior in scenarios full of uncertainties. More related research are provided in Section II.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (a) We propose a constrained mixture sequential Monte Carlo (CMSMC) method in which a mixture representation is incorporated in the estimated posterior distribution to maintain multi-modality. Multiple targets can be tracked simultaneously within a unified framework without explicit data association between observations and tracking targets. Any form of prediction models can be employed as the implicit proposal distribution of CMSMC method. (b) We also put forward a learning-based model as an instance for hierarchical timeseries prediction, which consists of a behavior recognition module and a state evolution module. Both modules in the proposed model are generic and flexible so as to be applied to a class of time-series prediction problems where behaviors can be separated into different levels. (c) We propose to employ the hierarchical time-series prediction model as an implicit proposal distribution of CMSMC method and formulate a unified tracking and prediction framework, which is able to handle occlusions and sensor failures.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the existing studies that are closely related to this work and point out the distinctiveness and novelty of the proposed approach.
A. Tracking and Constrained State Estimation
In real-world tracking problems, there are commonly linear or nonlinear constraints on the estimated states. For instance, there are upper limits for the absolute value of acceleration and steering angle raised by dynamics feasibility restriction for vehicle tracking; the positions and velocities are also limited in proper ranges due to traffic rules. To enable incorporation of constraints, a constrained version of KF and its variants was proposed to handle linear or linearized systems [18] , [19] . The constrained particle filter was also investigated to cope with nonlinear systems with complicated constraints through an acceptance/rejection procedure [20] . In [21] , an additional optimization technique is employed to further improve the efficiency and robustness. The concept of mixture tracking was first proposed in [22] and applied to football player tracking in a sequence of video frames. In this work, we modify the original formulation of mixture tracking and generalize it to be adapted to general nonlinear discrete-time systems. Also, we add a constraint handling step in the mixture sequential Monte Carlo method to enhance tracking and prediction performance as well as to suggest potential constraint incorporation strategies. This step does not affect the theoretical convergence properties.
B. Driver Behavior Recognition and Trajectory Prediction
Driver behavior recognition and vehicle trajectory prediction problems have been extensively investigated in literature. Widely used probabilistic models include Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [23] - [25] , Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) [15] , [26] , Mixture Density Network (MDN) [27] , Gaussian process (GP) [23] , dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [28] , Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) [29] , Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [30] , [31] , Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [32] - [34] and multiple model approaches [35] . In this paper, we propose a hierarchical probabilistic model structure that can incorporate any of the above models for tracking and prediction. Moreover, instead of modeling each entity individually, we treat multiple interactive agents as a whole system and model the joint distribution of their future behaviors and motions.
III. CONSTRAINED MIXTURE SEQUENTIAL MONTE CARLO (CMSMC)
In this section, we first present the theory of recursive constrained Bayesian state estimation with a mixture model representation. Since it is intractable and hard to obtain a closed-form estimated distribution, the constrained mixture sequential Monte Carlo approach is proposed to approximate the prior and posterior state distributions. The convergence analysis and practical implementation guides are provided.
A. Recursive Constrained Mixture Bayesian State Estimation
Consider a general nonlinear discrete-time state space system with equality and (or) inequality constraints on the state which can be formulated as
where the subscript k denotes the time step, x, e, z, v, w denotes the state vector, the exterior information, the measurement vector, the process noise and the measurement noise, respectively. Note that the random variable e is involved in our work since the state evolution can be affected by exterior factors, which rarely emerges in the canonical formulation. S x k denotes the feasible state set satisfying all the constraints. q(·) represents the process model (a.k.a. system dynamics model) and h(·) represents the measurement model. The process model and measurement model can be time-invariant or time-variant and the noise value can be sampled from arbitrary distributions. The recursive state-constrained Bayesian estimation consists of two steps:
Step 1: Prior (Prediction) Update:
Step 2: Measurement Update:
where f (·) represents the probability density function and
represents the measurement up to time step k. The initial state distribution is set to be f (x 0 |z 0 ) which is adaptive to the initial measurement. The above formulation works well for estimating unimodal distributions which is widely used in single object tracking. However, it does not perform well in multi-modal distribution estimation as well as in multi-object tracking problems since the estimated distribution tends to degenerate to be unimodal along time (e.g. due to particle weight degeneracy in SMC). Therefore, the mixture model formulation is utilized to maintain multiple modalities, which requires no distribution parameterization assumptions. The posterior state distribution can be written as 
When a new measurement is taken in, the prior state distribution is substituted into (3), which leads to
The new posterior distribution and mixture weight for the m-th component can be obtained through following equations:
The above recursive process can be applied to each individual component which only interacts with others by the adaptive adjustment of component weights in each iteration.
B. CMSMC Approximation
In order to approximate the constrained mixture state estimation recursion, we propose a constrained mixture sequential Monte Carlo approach which can adopt arbitrary state evolution models as implicit proposal distribution. The CMSMC approximation is represented by six sets of variables: state vector x, particle normalized weight w, particle unnormalized weightw, the component identity c that indicates which component the particle pertains to, and the feasibility indicator I which reveals whether the state vector of this particle is inside the feasible region. We set I = 1 for feasible particles while I = 0 for unfeasible ones. A self-contained particle state formulation is defined as
where the subscript k denotes the time step and the superscript (i ) denotes the particle identity. Rather than only estimate the state vector at the current time step, the proposed CMSMC method is able to estimate the whole state profile, which giveŝ
where
k ) represents the whole trajectory of the i -th particle. Since the algorithm complexity will increase much if a marginalization process is implemented to obtainf (x k |z k ) fromf (x k |z k ), a widely used simplification [8] is employed as
where δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function and C m denotes the particle identity set corresponding to the m-th component.
The details of the CMSMC procedure are introduced below, where we denote N p as the total amount of particles. 
Here we provide two strategies of incorporating constraints: (i) For the m-th mixture component, sample a new state vector x k for each existing particle from the proposal dis-
k to be zero. Then calculate the new weights for the particles bȳ
The posterior distribution of the m-th component can be properly approximated by the new particle set.
(ii) An alternative strategy is similar to (i) except that the new state vector x k needs re-sampling until x k ∈ S x k is satisfied. The corresponding particle weight is updated by (15) instead of (13)
The advantages and weaknesses of each strategy are discussed in Section III-D.
After obtaining the new particle weights, the component weights can be maintained accordingly by
There can be a particle re-sampling step for each component like canonical sequential Monte Carlo methods to avoid weight degeneracy if necessary.
3) Reclustering: Due to the long-term evolution of particles, the particle belonging to one component may become spatially close to another component, which requires a re-clustering step. Without loss of generality, in this work we employ the k-medoids approach where k equals the number of components. This does not change the estimated posterior distribution thus not affect the convergence analysis in Section III-C.
4) Mixture Component Weight Update:
Since particles may transfer among different components, the component weights need to be updated to maintain the same distribution bŷ
C. Convergence Analysis Many research efforts have been devoted to investigate the theoretical convergence properties of canonical sequential Monte Carlo methods such as [36] , [37] . This subsection provides a concise convergence analysis of the proposed CMSMC method based on the following propositions for canonical SMC adapted from [37] where the exhaustive proofs can be found.
Proposition 2: Under the conditions in Proposition 1, the approximated distribution by particlesf (x k |z k ) converges to the true posterior distribution at the rate of 1/ N p .
Due to the decomposability of mixture components in the CMSMC formulation, the convergence property can be evaluated at component level. The state transition distribution can be calculated as (18) which is continuous and the likelihood value f m (z k |x k ) is bounded. Moreover, the reclustering process does not essentially modify the particle representation. Therefore, the convergence property in Proposition 1 also applies.
D. Practical Implementation Guides 1) Constraint Incorporation:
The two constraint incorporation strategies have advantages on different aspects. Therefore, the choice should be made according to emphasis on the performance in a particular problem. The first strategy can guarantee the feasibility of the nonzero-weighted particles as well as keep the least computational cost since there is no multiple sampling process for a particular particle. This works well if the proposal distribution is properly chosen and the constraints are not hard to satisfy. Otherwise, there will be more and more rejected particles along time which results in a significant reduction of particle amount and low estimation quality even divergence. Under such situations, the second strategy which maintains a constant size of the particle set is the better choice despite larger computational cost.
There is another intuitive strategy which only samples the new particles once and pushes the unfeasible ones to the boundary of the feasible region. However, this is very hard to implement, especially when the boundary is highly nonlinear. Moreover, it may result in a high density around the boundary which leads to a large deviation to the true distribution.
2) Proposal Distribution: In order to obtain a approximated posterior distribution, the optimal proposal distribution is
which has no influence on the particle weight variance. However, it is usually difficult to properly sample from this distribution and the weight update process brings much computational cost. A widely used alternative is
which is easy to sample from and can significantly simplify the weight update equation (13) and (15) intō
In this work, we employed this proposal distribution in all the experiments.
3) Resampling Strategy: In order to avoid weight degeneracy, the particles need to be resampled when necessary. A straightforward way is to resample at each iteration. However, this is only suitable for offline implementation since it may ruin the real-time capability of the algorithm due to the large computational cost. A better choice is to use the effective number criterion [8] where
If N eff,k is less than a proper threshold N th , then the resampling process applies. A comparison study of the resampling algorithms is provided in [38] . In this work, we utilized systematic resampling in all the experiments.
4) Real-Time Capability:
The real-time performance of proposed CMSMC approach is mainly dependent on the following factors: i) common: particle amount, resampling frequency and constraint incorporation strategy; ii) problem-specific: target number, model complexity and proposal distribution sampling efforts. It is natural that more particles lead to a better approximation of distributions. However, in many cases it is likely that when the particle amount is large enough, adding particles will increase computational cost but bring little performance improvement. Therefore, a tradeoff on particle amount should be made by choosing the best setup through multiple experiments. Another consideration is to dynamically adjust particle number such as reduce particles after convergence and add particles when they tend to diverge or the tracking accuracy tends to decrease.
5) Divergence Alert:
In real-time applications, it is crucial to set up a divergence alert mechanism to decide whether to adjust particle amount or even reinitialize the algorithm. There are two efficient divergence indicators: the effective number N eff and raw likelihood values of particles. If they are less than properly chosen thresholds, the divergence alert will be activated.
IV. HIERARCHICAL TIME-SERIES PREDICTION MODEL (HTSPM)
In this section, we propose a hierarchical prediction model for time-series problems which consists of two modules: recognition module and evolution module. The recognition module aims at solving a probabilistic classification problem while the evolution module aims at propagating the current state to the future. Mathematically, the proposed model is used to approximate the state transition distribution
where B denotes behavior class set elements. The model details and advantages are presented in Section IV-A,B and potential applications are discussed in Section IV-C.
A. Recognition Module
The recognition module aims at obtaining the posterior probabilities of classesf (B k−1 |z k ) where B k−1 is a discrete random variable representing the class at time step k − 1. In many applications, it is reasonable to make an assumption thatf
and T is a properly chosen period length according to specific problem setups since the most recent several observations have far more significance than the past ones when deciding the current behavior class probabilities. There is no limitation on the specific architecture of recognition model provided it provides posterior class probabilities. Although there exist many widely used probabilistic classifiers that can be directly employed in this module, we propose a Deep Hidden Markov Model (DHMM) which has advantages over existing ones in multiple aspects.
The DHMM has a multi-layer architecture, which is shown in Fig. 2 . Each layer is composed of a group of canonical Hidden Markov Models (HMM). In general, the l-th layer HMM take in the outputs of the (l − 1)-th layer and extract meta features which are used as observations for the (l + 1)-th layer HMM. For instance, the first-layer HMM take in the lowestlevel observations such as raw sensor measurement of state as well as exterior information and extract meta features which are utilized as observations of the second-layer HMM. Since there may be additional factors of different levels affecting the recognition results, they are incorporated into the meta features at proper levels. This information extraction and message passing mechanism applies to both training and recognition phases. After extracting the meta features of the last layer, there is a So f tmax layer calculating the posterior probabilities. In this work, we use the observation log-likelihood of each layer HMM as the meta features. An alternative for meta features are the class indices with highest likelihood which results in degeneracy into deterministic recognition except the output layer, which is suitable when large distinctions exist among different classes. This can also reduce computational efforts. In this paper, we used the former in all the experiments.
1) Training Phase: The whole training trajectories are divided into proper segments at different levels and properly labeled. The DHMM is trained from the first layer to the last layer successively. More specifically, assuming that there are h l classes in the l-th layer, then h l HMM are trained with loglikelihood sequences obtained from the (l − 1)-th layer output using the Baum-Welch algorithm (a.k.a Forward-Backward algorithm) [39] . In order to choose the best hidden state number, we can use the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) as a performance indicator by pre-fitting a Gaussian mixture distribution to the training feature sequences.
2) Recognition Phase: Given a new observation sequence, we also use a bottom-up procedure similar to the training phase to obtain the posterior class probabilities. The implementation details are summarized in the first half of Algorithm 1, where T l is the period length for the l-th layer which needs to be tuned properly for different problems and application scenarios. If it is too large, the extracted meta feature sequence will have a short length, which passes less observations to future layers; if it is too small, the quality of current-layer output will decrease. In practice, a possible issue is the observation sequence likelihood obtained by different class HMM may be in different number scales, which will lead to a class with an absolute dominant probability (≈ 1) at all time. Therefore, it is recommended to incorporate a set of calibration parameters α h , h = 1, 2, . . . , h l to make equal probabilities for each class at the initial time step and keep the same parameter values afterwards.
We select several popular probabilistic classifiers as baseline models and make comparisons in the numerical case study.
a) Standard hidden markov model (HMM):
Instead of partitioning the high-level behaviors into multiple stages like DHMM, HMM classifier treats the entire trajectory as a whole. In the training phase, the whole sequences are utilized to train the HMM by Baum-Welch algorithm. In the recognition phase, a segment of historical information are fed to HMM to obtain the likelihood and normalized into probabilities.
b) Gaussian discriminant analysis (GDA):
The essence of GDA is to obtain a linear decision surface for Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) or a quadratic decision surface for Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) through proper transformations of raw features which can distinguish among Algorithm 1 HTSPM Prediction Algorithm Input:
1. The number of layers L and well-trained HMM of all
The test raw observation sequence; 3. The last step particle hypotheses {x
The current particle hypotheses {x 
Resample from proposal distribution; 20: else 21: 
categories and perform classification in the transformed space according to some distance metric such as Euclidean distance. While LDA assumes that all the classes share the same covariance matrix, QDA fits a particular covariance matrix for each class. The feature matrix consists of historical observation information and the labels are behavior indices.
c) Gaussian naive bayes (GNB):
NB is a typical probabilistic classifier which employs Bayes' theorem and assumes that features are mutually independent [40] . In this work, we assume that the feature likelihood to be Gaussian distribution, which establishes a GNB.
The advantages of the proposed DHMM over above baseline models are four folds: 1) Compared with the models which only take raw observations as input features, our model is able to extract multi-level features and robust to measurement noise and sensor failures; 2) Compared with other deep models such as deep neural networks, our model requires a significantly less amount of training data and computational cost as well as maintains interpretability from a probability perspective; 3) Thanks to the layered representation and decomposability between layers, DHMM has potential knowledge transferability among similar tasks. It will reduce much training efforts if we can utilize several parameters directly or finetune from well-trained models for new tasks; 4) The training and recognition processes can be parallelized since the learning and inference of HMM are independent within a layer.
B. Evolution Module
The evolution module is designed to obtain the conditional state transition distribution given a certain behavior patternf (x k |x k−1 , e k−1 , B k−1 ) which is demonstrated in Fig. 2(b-1) where the exterior information has effects on the state directly. When the exterior information and behavior pattern affect the state indirectly through an action term, the conditional distribution can be further extended
which is presented in Fig. 2(b-2) . The detailed procedures of evolution phase can be found in the second half of Algorithm 1. In this work, we demonstrate three learning-based state evolution models and compare their performance in the experiments.
Conditional Gaussian Mixture Regression (CGMR):
The driver behavioral model proposed in the authors' previous work [26] 
is adapted and generalized as CGMR which is based on a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). The conditional Gaussian mixture distribution is a linear combination of multiple Gaussians with the form f (ζ
) where i is the behavior class index, 
Conditional Probabilistic Multi-Layer Perceptrons (CP-MLP):
MLP is a subclass of deep neural network which consists of a directed acyclic feed-forward architecture [41] . The network input is historical state information and the output are the actions in a certain length of time horizon. To improve generality, an L2-regularization term is added in the loss function and dropout layers are incorporated. However, since canonical MLP is a deterministic model, we add a noise term sampled from normal distribution to the network input to incorporate uncertainty during both training and test process. We train a P-MLP for each behavior class, which establishes a set of CP-MLP.
Conditional Probabilistic Long Short-Term Memory (CP-LSTM):
LSTM is a widely used variant of recurrent neural network (RNN) which is suitable for time-series data modeling and can effectively avoid gradient explosion and vanishing issues [42] . The network takes in a sequence of historical state and gives out a sequence of future actions. Similar to CP-MLP, a noise term is also appended to the input features to involve uncertainty. The CP-LSTM has a similar architecture to CP-MLP except that the first hidden layer is replaced with a LSTM layer. Fig. 3 . The hierarchical representation of driver behaviors. In daily driving situations, there are three common behaviors that can be arranged to get to any destination accordingly: lane keeping, lane change and turning. These behaviors can also be decomposed to more primary actions such as speed adjustment and steering which also have composing elements. Each behavior level corresponds to a layer and each behavior class at a certain level corresponds to an HMM. 
C. Application Scopes
The proposed hierarchical time-series model is especially suitable for recognition and prediction of complicated events consisted of multi-level sub-stages, such as driver behaviors and human activities; or classification problems in which the high-level category has several sub-classes, such as in natural language processing. An illustration of exemplar application scenarios specifically for driver behaviors can be found in Fig. 3 . In this paper, the application to vehicle tracking and prediction is validated and discussed in the case study.
V. GENERIC TRACKING AND PREDICTION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we propose a generic tracking and prediction framework based on the constrained mixture sequential Monte Carlo approach, whose flow diagram is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Measurement Update: calculate the unnormalized particle weights by (13) or (15) and normalized weights by (14) ; If N eff,k < N th , resample by the systematic resampling algorithm or any other proper strategies; 7: end if 8: 
Algorithm 2 CMSMC-Based Tracking and Prediction
Adjust the component number adaptively as illustrated in Section III and obtain the new component number M ; M ← M ; 10: end if 11: Recluster the particles and calculate the new component weights by (17) ; k ← k + 1; 12: end while
The framework has a closed-loop structure which falls into three stages: initialization, particle update and mixture update. A summarized implementation procedure of the framework can be found in Algorithm 2.
The framework has two function modes: tracking mode and prediction mode. In each iteration of the tracking mode, there is a "measurement missing assertion" step through setting a proper distance threshold to check whether the new measurement of tracking targets are lost due to complete occlusion or sensing failure. If so, the current step is treated as a prediction problem thus without measurement update.
In the real-world applications, the number of tracking targets may fluctuate along time due to object emergence and disappearance as well as merging and splitting. Therefore, an adaptive adjustment mechanism is required so that the difference between component number and true target quantity is minimized. Therefore, a "Remove & Add & Merge" step is employed to adaptively adjust the component number, which is introduced in detail below.
(i) Remove: the components are removed if the corresponding weights are less than π th or the mean point is outside the observation area;
(ii) Add: the component number will increase by one if the amount of particles assigned to a certain measurement in the last iteration is less than N mth which we treat as a new target emergence. New particles are drawn around the new target; (iii) Merge: the two components are merged when their distance is less than d th . We employ the distance metric proposed in [43] for component m and n
Since the mixture representation is non-parametric which makes the distance metric intractable to evaluate, we fit a Gaussian distribution to each component and obtain the approximated meansμ m and variancesˆ m which are then substituted into (25) . The distance metric is approximated by
VI. NUMERICAL CASE STUDY
In this section, we use a general numerical case to demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the CMSMC-based tracking and prediction framework. Firstly, the superiority of CMSMC method is demonstrated by a comparison with EKF and UKF. Secondly, under the proposed framework we compare the recognition and tracking performance of the proposed HTSPM with widely used probabilistic classifiers and canonical state evolution models, respectively.
A. Problem Formulation
In this example, we set a fixed tracking and prediction entity number and each entity is assigned one of the four high-level behaviors shown in Fig. 5 . The training, validation and test trajectories for the i -th entity are generated by a nonlinear state space model with state constraints (27) j = 1, 2, 3 ) is process noise, w k is measurement noise, U[·, ·] and N (·, ·) denotes uniform and Gaussian distribution respectively and g(k) is a manually defined function whose detailed forms for each sub-stages (1)- (6) are provided in Table I . This process model is nonlinear with non-Gaussian noise. The generated state trajectories of four behaviors can be spatially distinguished in the state space. We do not endow any physical meanings to states for generalization purpose.
B. Experiment Details and Results
We demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of the proposed framework and models by the following experiments. The experiment details are provided and results are analyzed.
1) CMSMC v.s. EKF and UKF:
To illustrate the advantages of proposed CMSMC method, we compared its tracking performance with EKF and UKF. Since linearization process is necessary for EKF, we adopted a differentiable state equation
which is an approximation of the original state space model. We used 100 particles for each mixture component in CMSMC and there were four tracking targets corresponding to four different high-level behaviors. The performance comparisons are provided in Fig. 6 . It is shown in Fig. 6(a) that the UKF and CMSMC have comparable accuracy on state mean values while EKF has a larger error especially during highly nonlinear stages, which indicates that using a first-order approximation at the current state (which is only employed in EKF) is not sufficient for estimating a general highly nonlinear system. Apart from mean values, covariance is another critical indicator when evaluating an approximated distribution. To be comparable with CMSMC, we sampled the same amount of particles using the estimated means and covariance matrices of EKF and UKF and computed the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) which is shown in Fig. 6(b) . The results indicate that CMSMC can achieve the smallest MAE and the most stable tracking performance, which shows that CMSMC has greater advantages when handling nonlinear systems with non-Gaussian noise. The particles of CMSMC are visualized in Fig. 6 (c) which achieves a smooth and coherent tracking performance.
2) DHMM v.s. Other Probabilistic Classifiers:
Under this problem formulation, the DHMM has three layers corresponding to the three stage levels whose semantic labels are presented detailedly in Table II . Fig. 7 demonstrates the recognition results of each layer in DHMM for four cases in The first layer output: the first-layer HMM can recognize six lowest-level stages and provide proper probability sequences despite some noise; (b) The second layer output: the second-layer HMM recognize five mid-level stages based on the output of first layer, which gives probability sequences with smaller noise; (c) The third layer output (behavior class probabilities): since there is an overlap of low-level stages between Behavior II and III, it is reasonable that the DHMM cannot distinguish them until the trajectories evolve differently, thus predicts a probability around 0.5 for each before divergence and recognize the right class quickly thereafter. different behavior classes which possess a good interpretability. The comparisons of recognition results between DHMM and widely used probabilistic classifiers are shown in Fig. 8 . Detailed analysis can be found in the captions.
3) HTSPM v.s. Other State Evolution Models:
The HTSPM consists of the aforementioned DHMM and four independent state evolution models corresponding to four high-level behaviors I, II, III and IV. We compared the tracking performance of proposed HTSPM with other state evolution models based on the CMSMC framework in terms of the average of MAE values over the tracking horizon, which is presented in Table III . The Global Gaussian Mixture Regression (GGMR), P-MLP and P-LSTM are unified models which are trained without separating different behaviors, which means a single model is able to make predictions of all the behavior classes. The SSM refers to the aforementioned approximated state space model (28) . For both conditional and unconditional models, the GMM has 20 mixture components and the neural network has three hidden layers each with 64 units followed by a ReLU activation function. The input noise is sampled from a three-dimensional normal distribution.
It can be seen that in general HTSPM can achieve lower MAE than the corresponding behavior-unconditional versions, which illustrates the significance of recognition module. Fig. 8(a) and 8(d) , our DHMM is able to recognize the true behavior class earliest among the five classifiers as well as output a relatively stable probability. In Fig. 8(b) and 8(c) , there exist much larger fluctuations and noise in the recognition results of the other classifiers than DHMM especially in the first 80 time steps during which Behavior II and III are identical, which indicates our DHMM is more robust to feature fluctuations and noise. The reason is that while the inference outputs of other classifiers are highly dependent on raw feature sequences, our model is able to extract different level meta feature sequences which are more stable and easier to classify, which reduces the influences of raw feature noise. The reasons are two folds. On the one hand, the behaviorunconditional models need to learn a much more complex data distribution than behavior-conditional ones due to the variety of motion patterns, which demands a more sophisticated architecture with larger learning capacity. On the other hand, there tends to be mode collapse in behavior-unconditional models since the optimization algorithm usually gets stuck at local optimums and provide an averaged output of training cases which leads to undesired minimization of the loss functions.
Among the compared models, using LSTM achieved the lowest tracking error which implies it is better at learning time dependencies of time-series. Moreover, note that overall learning-based models can achieve better tracking accuracy than the approximated state space model, which indicates high practicability and superiority of learning-based models in real-world applications where true system models are unavailable.
VII. VEHICLE TRACKING AND PREDICTION
In this section, we apply the proposed framework and hierarchical time-series prediction model to solve real-time vehicle motion tracking and behavior prediction problems. We investigate a highway scenario as an illustrative example in which we only consider lane keeping and lane change behaviors due to the restriction of road geometry. The data Fig. 9 .
A simplified representation of highway scenario. The gray car represents the ego autonomous vehicle with onboard sensors detecting its surrounding objects and the red car is object of study which may have interactions with the green ones and be affected by the motions of leading yellow ones.
source, experiment details, results and comparisons of different models are illustrated and discussed.
A. Problem Statement
We consider two observation perspectives: from the ego vehicle or from traffic surveillance systems. For the ego vehicle, the surrounding environment information is provided by onboard sensors which covers a certain range. It aims at tracking surrounding objects as well as forecasting their future behaviors. For surveillance systems, the traffic situations can be obtained by camera based monitors. Unlike the setup in numerical case, the number of tracking targets around the ego vehicle or within the monitor area may fluctuate as time goes by. Therefore, the adaptive mixture update mechanism is applied to fit the varying surrounding traffic situations (i.e. set MU M = 1 in Algorithm 1). For both tracking and prediction task, we make a reasonable simplification for situation representation with a group of six cars which is shown in Fig. 10 , where we assume that only the red car can make a left lane change (LCL) or right lane change (LCR) while surrounding cars maintain the lane keeping behavior. This is a reasonable assumption since it is rare in realistic driving scenarios that two or more vehicles change lane simultaneously under this representation. Our goal is to track the six cars and make probabilistic predictions for their future behaviors.
B. Data Source and Pre-Processing
The Next Generation Simulation (NGSIM) dataset is employed as the data source for extracting training, validation and test trajectories of vehicles, which can be found on [44] . The original dataset provides the estimated vehicle position, velocity, acceleration and other environment information extracted by image processing techniques from videos recording the traffic flow on a approximately 640 meters highway in California, USA. However, in some cases there is large detection noise and error especially on velocity and acceleration information which leads to unsmooth or unfeasible motions as indicated in [45] . Therefore, we applied an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to smooth and calibrate vehicle trajectories before experiments. We randomly selected 1,000 lane keeping cases and 200 lane change cases that satisfy the assumption in Section VII-A and split them into 70% as training data, 10% as validation data and 20% as test data.
C. Vehicle Motion Models
In this work we investigate and compare two types of vehicle motion models: pure kinematic model and proposed hierarchical time-series model.
1) Pure Kinematics Models:
In most of the vehicle tracking and motion prediction literature, kinematic models are naturally employed as the state transition model to propagate particle hypotheses. A comparison study of various motion models and their state transition equations are presented in [46] . The simplest models are constant velocity model (CVM) and constant acceleration model (CAM) which are linear models treating all 2D motions as translations in both longitudinal and lateral directions without considering rotations. More complicated models such as bicycle models also consider the yaw rate. However, the yaw rate can be assumed to be zero, which is reasonable in highway scenarios due to small yaw angle variations.
2) Hierarchical Time-Series Prediction Model (HTSPM):
There are three high-level behaviors in the studied scenario. The recognition module is a two-layer DHMM whose semantic labels are introduced in Table IV 3) Behavior-Unconditional Learning Based Models: Behavior-unconditional models treat all the entities as a whole system and predict the joint distribution of their motions. The objective is thus to capture the multi-modality of data distribution raised by multiple behavior patterns, which is much harder to achieve due to the demand for large representation capacity. To allow for a fair comparison, these models should have more complicated architectures than the evolution module of HTSPM.
D. Experiments Details and Results
For the recognition module of HTSPM, we decided the number of hidden states of each HMM according to BIC score. Since the Baum-Welch algorithm can reach different solutions with diverse initialization, we trained each HMM multiple times and selected the model with highest final BIC score. For the evolution module, the CGMR has 10 mixture components; the CP-MLP consists of four hidden fully-connected layers with 64 units followed by a leaky ReLU activation function; the CP-LSTM has the same architecture as CP-MLP except that the first fully-connected layer is replaced with a LSTM layer. For the behavior-unconditional models we increased the model capacity. The GGMR has 30 mixture components; the P-MLP and P-LSTM also consist of four hidden layers but with 192 units. We trained all the models multiple times and selected the ones with smallest prediction error on the validation set. Moreover, we chose CAM from vehicle kinematic models as a baseline.
We adopted a unified input feature representation for models of the same type. Specifically, for behavior-conditional models (i.e. CGMR, CP-MLP and CP-LSTM) the feature contains a sequence of historical relative positions of only model-related surrounding vehicles with respect to the middle red vehicle
where T is history horizon; while for behavior-unconditional models (i.e. GGMR, GP-MLP and GP-LSTM), the feature covers the same information of all the six vehicles.
1) Quantitative Analysis: For multi-target tracking, we sampled 100 initial particles for each tracked vehicle from a Gaussian distribution with the mean at initial observations. The particle state contains vehicle positions x, y and velocitieṡ x,ẏ except that accelerationsẍ,ÿ are additionally considered when using CAM. The comparisons of tracking performance in terms of Average Distance Error (ADE) are illustrated in Table V where the first column corresponds to middle car while the second one corresponds to the average of five surrounding cars. The bold numbers indicate best performance. It is shown that learning-based vehicle motion models can achieve much lower tracking errors than pure kinematic model. Moreover, with the behavior recognition module on top of evolution module, the HTSPM is more capable of capturing the true vehicle state evolution distribution. For multi-agent prediction, we sampled 100 particle hypotheses for each entity to make predictions in all the experiments. Table VI provides the ADE value comparisons of vehicle position prediction using both HTSPM and baseline models. It is shown that employing proposed HTSPM can achieve the lowest prediction error. The DHMM+CP-LSTM has superiority over the others in most time steps, which implies that recurrent neural network is more capable of learning long-term dependencies. Although the CAM can achieve acceptable performance in the first second, the error increases greatly as prediction horizon expands, which indicates pure kinematic models are only suitable for short-term predictions.
2) Qualitative Analysis: The prediction results of several test cases are visualized in Fig. 10 to demonstrate the model performance. In the first column of figures, it can be seen that our model is able to make multi-modal trajectory predictions considering uncertainty both on the behavior and motion level. In Fig. 10(a) , the red car is predicted to make a left lane change according to its heading tendency. However, due to the small gap between the green and yellow cars on the target lane and their relative velocities, it is also possible and reasonable for the red car to change its mind to continue the lane keeping behavior, which is also captured by the proposed model. Fig. 10(b) and 10(c) show two chronological time steps in the same test case where at first the red car may choose all three possible behaviors while after a moment the probability of LCL increases due to the large gap on its left, small gap on its right and low relative velocity of its leading car, which demonstrates the online evolution of prediction results. The second column of figures mainly show the later stage of lane change where only one of the three behaviors dominates the future trajectories, where the variance of samples is still maintained to present different driving patterns.
3) Ablative Analysis: We also conducted an ablative analysis to demonstrate the relative importance of recognition and evolution module through comparing the prediction errors under four model settings:
a) GT + behavior-conditional model: We directly use the state evolution model corresponding to the groundtruth behavior. This can be treated as an upper limit of prediction performance of evolution module.
b) DHMM + behavior-conditional model: This is just to use the complete proposed HTSPM with state constraints. e) Behavior-unconditional model (only middle car): This model does not consider the surrounding vehicles and make predictions for the middle car with only its historical trajectories, which is used to illustrate the significance of considering interactions among entities. Fig. 11 shows the ADE values of prediction for the above model settings. We find that models considering adjacent vehicles outperforms those only focusing on the middle vehicle, implying that the motions of surrounding cars have significant influence on the target vehicle. The DHMM+Behavior-conditional Model leads to further improvement, suggesting the effectiveness of behavior recognition prior to motion forecasting. Both factors become more remarkable as prediction horizon extends. It is also shown that incorporating kinematic constraints on vehicle state can achieve better prediction accuracy than otherwise despite that the improvement is not significant, which indicates that there are not many violations of constraints in the output action of proposed models. Moreover, from the performance of groundtruth behavior model we observe some space for improvement if the recognition module becomes more powerful.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a generic multi-target tracking and multi-agent probabilistic behavior prediction framework based on constrained mixture sequential Monte Carlo (CMSMC) method was proposed, which can track multiple entities simultaneously without explicit data association with a unified representation and predict the joint distribution of their future motions or states. A generic learning-based hierarchical time-series prediction model (HTSPM) was also put forward to serve as an implicit proposal distribution in the prior update of Bayesian state estimation. The proposed framework and models were applied to a numerical case study and a real-world on-road vehicle tracking and behavior prediction task in highway scenarios. The results show that the proposed CMSMC method can achieve better tracking accuracy than variants of KF in terms of both mean and variance of posterior distribution. The DHMM in recognition module of HTSPM can better capture the behavior distribution than other probabilistic classifiers in terms of response time and robustness. Multiple state evolution models including learning-based ones and pure kinematicsbased ones were compared under the framework settings. An ablative analysis was also conducted to demonstrate the significance of constraint incorporation and recognition module. Future research directions include enhancing the capability of both recognition module and evolution module and applying the proposed framework to more complicated scenarios with more interactions and mutual reactions such as roundabout and unsignalized intersections.
